**Improve Fill Rates and Customer Service Levels**

Resolv Order Reservations is a highly useful tool for distributors who strive to improve their customer service levels, while simultaneously improving warehouse and logistics operations. This module allows users to reserve inventory against available in-stock quantities as well as incoming Purchase Orders, Containers, Productions and Incoming Inventory Transfer Requests. This helps users better meet customer expectations and allocate inventory to specific orders to enhance fulfilment and inventory turns.

Resolv Order Reservations will also prevent deliveries from being created for items that do not have enough unreserved inventory quantities available. These reservations can be made on Sales Orders, Sales Quotes or Outgoing Inventory Transfer Requests.

Resolv Order Reservations, along with the entire suite of Resolv modules were developed specifically for SAP Business One, utilizing the advanced technical architecture of the SAP Business One Software Development Kit.

**Core Features and Functionality**

The Order Reservations module ensures that organizations can continue filling orders and maintaining operations while waiting for shipments to arrive at their warehouse.

- Reserve individual items
- Batch reservations
- Reserved bins
- Reservations selections from SO to inbound
- Reduce “Lost Sales” by reallocating inventory to customers

**Key Features**

**Order Reservations for:**
- Sales Quotes
- Sales Orders
- AR Reserve Invoices

**Order Reservations by:**
- Inventory
- Purchase Order
- Warehouse Transfer
- Production
- Container
- AP Reserve Invoices
From a single screen, items existing on inbound purchase orders, production orders and containers can be allocated to existing customer outbound quotes and orders to improve warehouse efficiencies and customer services levels.

Order reservations can also be created from within the inbound and outbound transaction screens.